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***
During the hours of Tuesday night, areas in central and southern Syria were subjected to
missile attacks carried out by “Israeli” warplanes across Lebanese airspace, while the Syrian
air defense forces confronted the hostile missiles and shot down a number of them.
Sources reported that the enemy planes launched their missiles from Lebanese airspace,
focusing on locations in the south and west of Homs Governorate, central Syria, in addition
to other locations in the south of the country.
The Syrian air defenses were able to confront a number of hostile missiles, and shot them
down before reaching their targets. The sounds of explosions resulting from the response
were widely heard in various parts of the cities of Damascus and Homs.
A Syrian military source said during a statement issued during the attacks:
“At 23.36 pm on Tuesday 8-6-2021, the Israeli enemy carried out an air aggression from
over Lebanese territory, targeting some targets in the central and southern region, and
our air defense media confronted the aggression’s missiles. Some were dropped.”
The source conﬁrmed that the Israeli aggression did not result in any casualties, stressing
that its eﬀects were limited to material damage.
The Israeli occupation planes carry out missile attacks from time to time towards Syrian
territory, with a focus on the vicinity of the capital, Damascus, at a time during which the
Syrian anti-aircraft forces are able to work eﬀectively in terms of confronting hostile
missiles, and shooting down large numbers of them, before they reach their targets.
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